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Campfire Collection
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The Great Indoors

Campfires draw us together.
They create closeness in open space.
They are the center of attention.
The Campfire Collection from Turnstone
transforms open space the same way.
Inviting, social, and comforting, it warms
up work and pleases people. Create
rooms without walls, sites for teams, or
nooks for focus. Redefine the great indoors.

Landscape
Architecture
Modular and adaptable, the Campfire
Collection relocates and shape-shifts with
the needs of the enterprise. Lounges turn
inward or outward. Tables are big, slim,
or tall. Accessories cleverly punctuate the
workplace with striking shapes and colors.
With Campfire, you design places within
spaces.

Open
Invitation
Whatever the setting—for gathering, focus, or
escape—the Campfire Collection is an open
invitation. To designers who want options.
To users who want comfort. To enterprises
that want practicality with personality. With
Campfire, open gets cozy, work gets warmer,
and people get happy.

Gear That Makes
Open Friendlier
Today’s youthful workforce wants inventive
gear. With Campfire, the foundational pieces
are personalized and extended with clever
accessories. Individual tables for private work.
Screens to segment space while preserving
flow. The Big Lamp for wayfinding. The Wedge
for support. The Footrest for happy feet.
Campfire is a collection of complements.

Campfire Lounge System:
All the Right Curves
The Campfire Lounge System is
designed to work big rooms. To
create collaboration zones. To be a
focal point. In-facing or out-facing.
Linear or solo. With deep seats
and waterfall upholstery. Campfire
Lounge System is base camp in a
big room.

The Campfire
Collection

Campfire Lounge System

Campfire Big Table

Campfire Slim Table

Campfire Standing Slim Table

Plan the way you want. Campfire Lounge
System offers endless arrangements and
lively looks. Linear or solo. Open or closed.
Single fabric or multi-fabric. New zones can
simply be pushed into place.

Big ideas deserve a Big Table. Anchor
open space with a roomy work surface.
Gather the team around something
substantial.

Simplicity meets sturdiness. Slim Table is
a functional beauty that creates a sense
of both order and border. The perfect
complement to Campfire lounges.

Standing Slim Table is an ingenious
problem-solver that adds instant value to
in-between spaces. It’s great for 1:1
conversations, solo work, or as a space
divider with a work surface.

Campfire Big Lounge

Campfire Half Lounge

Campfire Wedge

Campfire Paper Table

Campfire Skate Table

Campfire Personal Table

Comfort well defined. Big Lounge anchors
the Campfire line with its geometric
style and uncommon softness.

Half the size with all the comfort. Campfire
Half adds personality to smaller spaces.
Pair with Slim Table and Skate Table for an
office getaway.

Tuck in. Campfire Wedge snugs up to any
Big Lounge or Half Lounge, providing an
armrest and additional support in the
same friendly style.

When ideas hit, this is where they can
grow. Paper Table’s rotating top catalyzes
brainstorming. Use a refillable stack of
inspiration-ready paper or the
marker-friendly erasable glass top.

Put the Big Lounge to work. Inspired by
skate culture, Skate Table is strong and
sleek, smooth-rolling and always on the
move. With a handy built-in cord notch.

Get to work at a moment’s notice. Personal
Table curves over your lap and tucks
conveniently under our lounge seating for
a sturdy writing or typing surface.

Campfire Ottoman

Campfire Pouf

Campfire Footrest

Campfire Screen

Campfire Big Lamp

Campfire Mobile Storage Cabinet

Jack of all trades. Soft, strong, and always
ready, Campfire Ottoman is ideal
for impromptu seating or a generous
footrest. Enjoy comfortable utility with an
expressive flair.

Add casual seating wherever and
whenever it’s needed. Pouf is an ultraportable seat that brings people together
at a moment’s notice.

Fidget fruitfully. Campfire Footrest is
healthy ergonomics in motion. Put your
feet up. Rest the backs of your legs. Shift
your weight while standing. Relief from
every angle.

Graceful camouflage. The Campfire screen
provides just the right degree of privacy
without total seclusion. Get away but
remain in the flow.

A friendly beacon in a large open space.
The 55-inch-diameter Big Lamp casts a
soft light, creates a sense of intimacy, and
offers a wayfinding landmark.

Make stuff disappear. Campfire Mobile
Cabinet supports on-the-go workers. Stash
personal items. Put its upper surface to
work. Designed to slide neatly under the
standing-height Big Table.

Campfire Statement of Line

Lounge Seating

Big Lounge

Wedge

Half Lounge

Ottoman

90° Outside
Corner

90° Inside
Corner

60° Outside
Corner

60° Inside
Corner

Pouf

Collaboration & Conference Tables

Big Table with
Trough
28” or 40”H

Big Table
28” or 40”H

Personal Tables

Personal
Table

Skate
Table

Big Table with
Grommet
28” or 40”H

Team Storage

Mobile Storage
Cabinets

Big Table
Half Depth
28” or 40”H

Slim Table

Accessories

Big Lamp

Footrest

Screen

Standing
Height Slim
Table

Paper
Table
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